Certified Hardware—All In One Terminal

The S-Line redefines the all-in-one design by integrating an EPSON® thermal receipt printer
into a touchcomputer. Its compact design allows easy setup, and will save precious counter
space, reduce cable clutter, last but not least, generate additional revenue.
The S-Line can load the most commonly used paper size: 80mm (3 1/8") wide by 80mm (3
1/8") diameter. The printer has a quiet operation and prints a fast 250mm (9.8") per second. It
has an auto-cutter which will help reduce paper jams. Replacing the paper is very easy, and
works just like any standard thermal printer.
The most exciting feature of the S-Line is the printer's patented tool-less "slider" design. It
allows the printer to be easily replaced in the field in about a couple minutes, without affecting the entire system.
The S-Line stands 15" tall and 14.5" wide (16.25" with MSR), and will free up the space beside your POS terminal by eliminating the
need of an external printer. You can now use this space to generate additional revenue by displaying advertisements or selling merchandise.
The S-Line has a bright 15" display, and is powered by Intel's Atom, up to Core 2 Duo processor. It runs most Windows operating systems, and offers a wide range of integrated peripherals, such as magnetic stripe reader, biometric reader, barcode scanner, and secondary display. Expandability includes Intel Gigabit network, 4 Serials, 6 USB, poweredUSB +12V and +24V.

RESULTS:
Our in house test resulted in an Excellent score for this unit. The built in Epson printer (hard to go
wrong with an Epson thermal) worked fine saving counter space with both Retailer and Infinity software's and is easily field replaceable. The unit comes apart for easy field service and the hard drive
is very easy to reach and replace. This unit supports dual video output for the rear customer LCD
monitors used in both Retailer and Infinity. The speed of the unit is excellent as it comes standard
when using the new 2012 SQL Database in Infinity. However if using it for both POS and BO functions we would recommend increasing the RAM. We also found their website to be helpful with
How-To-Videos from setting up the unit to replacing the Hard Drive, something that we have not
seen from other manufactures. They also have an impressive video on their website that shows the
spill resistance of the unit that might be good to show an end user considering a 5 part solution.

